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Building more potent behavioral Building more potent behavioral 

interventionsinterventions

� We tend to emphasize establishing 
whether an intervention has a 
demonstrable effectdemonstrable effect

� Equally important is 
establishing/maximizing how well the 
intervention works



� A principled approach exists for establishing 
whether an intervention has a detectable effect –
the RCT

� Two emerging principled approaches for building 
more potent behavioral interventionsmore potent behavioral interventions
� Experimentation to determine effects of individual 

intervention components

� Applying dynamical systems/engineering optimization 
ideas to intervention development



Approach 1: Experimentation to Approach 1: Experimentation to 

determine which individual determine which individual 

intervention components are intervention components are intervention components are intervention components are 

activeactive



� Most interventions are multi-component

� Components are any aspect of an 
intervention that can be separated out for 

The ideaThe idea

intervention that can be separated out for 
study, e.g.

�Normative education, resistance training, 

homework involving parents, public 

commitment not to use drugs



The ideaThe idea

� Obtain a sense of which intervention 
components are active and which are 
“dead wood”

Retain active components, eliminate others�Retain active components, eliminate others

�Or… retain any components with effects sizes 
> some desired level

�Or… retain components that are worth the 
resources they require



The ideaThe idea

� Examination of individual intervention 

components can be done either…

� …BEFORE or AFTER a RCT

We recommend BEFORE� We recommend BEFORE

� …NONEXPERIMENTALLY or EXPERIMENTALLY

� We recommend EXPERIMENTALLY

� We recommend a phased experimental 

approach



Needed: design to isolate individual Needed: design to isolate individual 

component effectscomponent effects

� The RCT does NOT provide this isolation

�Post-hoc analyses do not provide it

� What kinds of designs DO isolate effects?



The beauty of factorial designsThe beauty of factorial designs

Component A

Off On

Component B

Off 1 Both off 2 A on, B off

On 3 A off, B on 4 Both on

� Factorial designs use subjects very efficiently

� Main effect of Component A: (2+4) – (1+3)

� Main effect of Component B: (3+4) – (1+2)

� EACH EFFECT USES ALL SUBJECTS

Component B
On 3 A off, B on 4 Both on



The beauty of factorial designsThe beauty of factorial designs

� What if you had 6 intervention 
components?

� Factorial = 64 conditionsFactorial = 64 conditions

� Fractional factorial 
�Factorial in which only carefully selected 

conditions run

�Can be best of both worlds



More about fractional factorial More about fractional factorial 

designsdesigns

� Relatively new to the behavioral sciences

� Very common in engineering

� The choice of which cells to include is based on � The choice of which cells to include is based on 

key working assumptions

� Based on theory, prior research, pilot data, etc. 

� Usually concern interactions

� For example: assume 6-way interaction is effectively zero

� Can be very efficient when many components



Can fractional factorial designs be Can fractional factorial designs be 

used in clusterused in cluster--randomized trials?randomized trials?

� Drug abuse prevention often school-based

� Engineers don’t do cluster-randomized 
trials

� We have been investigating whether there 
could be sufficient power



Can fractional factorial designs be Can fractional factorial designs be 

used in clusterused in cluster--randomized trials?randomized trials?

� Suppose 8 intervention components
� Complete factorial = 256 conditions

� Fractional factorial with 16 conditions provides estimates 
of 8 main effects and some interactionsof 8 main effects and some interactions

� We investigated power, used a simulation to vary
� Effect size (at the individual level): small (d=.2) or medium (d=.5)

� Intraclass correlation small (ρ=.01) or large (ρ=.10) 

� Number clusters: 16 or 32

� Per cluster n: 20, 50, or 300

� All included a pretest



Scenarios with α=.05, power > .8 

Suppose you have n=20/cluster. 

If ρ=.01 OR ρ=.10:If ρ=.01 OR ρ=.10:

With 16 clusters you can detect medium effects

(overall N=320)

With 32 clusters you can detect small effects

(overall N=640)



Scenarios with α=.05, power > .8 

Suppose you have n ≥ 50/cluster 

If ρ=.01:If ρ=.01:
With 16 clusters you can detect small effects

(overall N ≥ 800)

If ρ=.10:
With 16 clusters you can detect medium effects

With 32 clusters you can detect small effects

(overall N ≥ 1600)



� These results are preliminary, but…

� … they suggest that individual effects of 8 
intervention components can be examined intervention components can be examined 
with AS FEW AS16 CLUSTERS to 
randomize

� More work is needed



Approach 2: Model intervention Approach 2: Model intervention 

as a dynamical system, apply as a dynamical system, apply 

optimization procedures from optimization procedures from optimization procedures from optimization procedures from 

engineeringengineering



The ideaThe idea

� Express intervention, including context, as 
a dynamical model

� Could be a heuristic, could be data-based� Could be a heuristic, could be data-based

� Enables

�Trying out complicated hypothetical situations

�Application of engineering optimization 

procedures



A hypothetical interventionA hypothetical intervention

� Family counseling to prevent conduct disorder in high-
risk youth

� Goal is to bring family functioning up to a specified 
threshold level

� Dose of intervention (number counseling visits/month) is � Dose of intervention (number counseling visits/month) is 
based on 

� Score on family functioning measure

� Clinical judgment

� Families reassessed periodically, dose may change in 
response

� Thus this is a time-varying adaptive intervention



The intervention through the eyes The intervention through the eyes 

of an engineerof an engineer

From Rivera, Pew, & Collins (2007)



From Rivera, Pew, & Collins (2007)



From Rivera, Pew, & Collins (2007)



EngineeringEngineering--based optimization of based optimization of 

interventionsinterventions

� At this point, a concept

� Work needs to be done on obtaining � Work needs to be done on obtaining 
information needed to model dynamical 
system

� We are beginning research on this



EngineeringEngineering--based optimization of based optimization of 

multimulti--level interventionslevel interventions

� It is no problem to include multilevel data 
structures in dynamical system models

�And use this in optimizing a single level�And use this in optimizing a single level

� But multilevel optimization is not 
straightforward

�Trade-offs between optimizing different levels

� In engineering, an active research area



ConclusionsConclusions

� It is not necessary to settle for simply knowing 

whether a prevention program has an effect

� Approaches are emerging that will enable 

prevention scientists toprevention scientists to

� Select only active intervention components

� Select components and levels that maximize cost-

effectiveness

� Apply optimization procedures

� And thereby develop more potent interventions!
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Efficiency in designEfficiency in design

� Can refer to

�number of experimental subjects�number of experimental subjects

�number of conditions 



Comparison of efficiencyComparison of efficiency
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� Want each main 
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Comparison of efficiencyComparison of efficiency

� 6 two-level 
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� Want each main 

effect estimate 

Design 
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Number 

conditions 
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Number 

subjects 
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effects?

effect estimate 

based on n=320 

needed needed

One at a time
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12 1920 None

Single factor 7 1120 None

Complete 

factorial

64 320 All

Fractional 

factorial

8-32
depends on 

design chosen

320 Selected



A hypothetical interventionA hypothetical intervention

� Family counseling to prevent conduct disorder in high-
risk youth

� Goal is to bring family functioning up to a specified 
threshold level

� Dose of intervention (number counseling visits/month) is � Dose of intervention (number counseling visits/month) is 
based on 

� Score on family functioning measure

� Clinical judgment

� Families reassessed periodically, dose may change in 
response

� Thus this is a time-varying adaptive intervention



Is this hypothetical intervention Is this hypothetical intervention 

multimulti--level?level?

� YES in one sense: involves child and 
child’s family

� NO in another sense: child is the only unit 
of analysis or optimization



Aspects of an intervention in Aspects of an intervention in 

engineering control termsengineering control terms
� From Rivera, Pew, & Collins (2007)


